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Disclaimer 
 
 This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manu-
facturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, 
or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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Abstract 
 
 The principal research effort for Year 2 of Phase 2 (Concept Demonstration) of the 
project is Mesozoic (Bossier) petroleum system characterization and modeling and refined 
resource assessment. The necessary software applications have been acquired to accomplish this 
work. No major problems have been encountered to date, and the project is on schedule. 
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Basin Analysis and Petroleum System Characterization and Modeling, 
Interior Salt Basins, Central and Eastern Gulf of Mexico 
 
Fourth Quarter Report for Year 1, Phase 2 
April 1, 2007—June 30, 2007 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 The University of Alabama and Louisiana State University have undertaken a 
cooperative 5-year, fundamental research project involving sedimentary basin analysis 
and petroleum system characterization and modeling of the North Louisiana Salt Basin 
and Mississippi Interior Salt Basin. According to the USGS, the hydrocarbon volume of 
these basins ranks them in the top 8% of the most petroliferous basins of the world. 
 
Executive Summary 
 
 The principal research effort for Year 2 of Phase 2 (Concept Demonstration) of 
the project is Mesozoic (Bossier) petroleum system characterization and modeling and 
refined resource assessment. The necessary software applications are being acquired to 
accomplish this work. No major problems have been encountered to date, and the project 
is on schedule. 
 
Project Objectives 
 
 The principal objectives of the project are to develop through basin analysis and 
modeling the concept that petroleum systems acting in a basin can be identified through 
basin modeling and to demonstrate that the information and analysis resulting from 
characterizing and modeling of these petroleum systems in the North Louisiana Salt 
Basin and the Mississippi Interior Salt Basin can be used in providing a more reliable and 
advanced approach for targeting stratigraphic traps and specific reservoir facies within a 
geologic system and in providing a refined assessment of undiscovered and 
underdeveloped reservoirs and associated oil and gas resources. 
 
Experimental 
 
Work Accomplished 
 
      Other Mesozoic Petroleum Systems–Work to characterize and model the Smackover 
petroleum system in the North Louisiana Salt Basin has been completed. Petromod 
software applications have been acquired by the UA to accomplish the hydrocarbon 
migration pathway flow modeling for the Smackover and other Mesozoic (Bossier) 
petroleum systems. The migration modeling has been completed by Peng Li, Ph. D. 
graduate student. The Bossier Shale has been identified as a potential Mesozoic source 
rock. Bennett Bearden, geophysicist, and Victor Ramirez, M. S. graduate student, have 
completed their study of the seismic data for the basin and are in the process of building a 
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characterization model for the Bossier Shale, a potential Mesozoic source rock. 
Additional core rock samples are being acquired by Don Goddard, LSU for source rock 
characterization of the Bossier Shale.  
 
 Technology Transfer— A technology transfer workshop reporting the results from 
Phase 1 of this project was conducted in Shreveport, Louisiana on March 27, 2007.  
 
Work Planned (Phase 2) 
       Other Mesozoic Petroleum Systems—Work on characterizing and modeling the 
Bossier Shale will continue using seismic sections integrated with well log data because 
of the limited well log data available for this unit in the basin (Table 1). Bennett Bearden, 
geophysicist, and Victor Ramirez, graduate student are working on this integration. Don 
Goddard continues to evaluate cores for potential geochemical analysis of the Bossier 
shale samples for source rock characterization.   
       Refined Resource Assessment—The results of the undiscovered and underdeveloped 
reservoir assessment, based on basin analysis, will be refined based on the results of the 
petroleum system characterization and modeling. 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 
Milestone Chart⎯Year 5 
 
 
 
   M   J   J   A   S  O    N   D    J   F   M    A 
  
Mesozoic Petroleum System         
 xxx xxx           
             
Refined Resource Assessment             
             
  
Work Planned  
Work Accomplished xxx 
 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
 The analysis of the source rock potential of the Bossier has required the study of 
seismic data from the North Louisiana Salt Basin. To accomplish this, Bennett Bearden, 
geophysicist at the University of Alabama, has been added to the project research team. 
The project team has studied seismic data from the basin and is in the process of building 
a characterization model for this potential source rock. Roger Barnaby has left LSU, and 
Marty Horn has been added to the project by LSU.  
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Conclusions 
 
 The project work is on schedule. 
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